Legal Issues for Development of OWF

- **Selection Criteria:** Most economically advantageous Public Bid Business Plan shall be selected for the purpose of long term, stable and efficient implementation of offshore wind power stations (Art 15.3)

- (1) **Capability** (a) Technical ((i) Track Record, (ii) Business Plan, (iii) Risk Analysis, (iv) Continuity, Supply Chain, Cost Down Plan) (v) Advanced Tech (b) Financial (Financial Plan)

- (2) **Local Economy** (i) Issues Solving Capability with Governor, (ii) Economic Benefit to the Local and National, (iii) Corporation with Local Fishermen and Shipping Industries

- (3) **PPA Sales Price** Non-Price Points/Price Points or Non-Price <50% and Price >50%

- **Cabotage:** Ship Act Art 3, A foreign-flag vessel calling at an offshore wind farm construction site within Japanese territory (up to 12 nautical miles offshore) would be regulated by Japanese Cabotage Regulation. Criteria for Special Permission: Marine transportation by a relevant vessel will not cause any hindrance to (i) the ensuring of stable marine transportation and (ii) the transportation of cargos or passengers carried out by marine transport operators in Japan. Question: Can special permission be obtained 2 years in advance for the actual construction?
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